
E2C2 Energy Committee   
July 17, 2019 Meeting Summary 

 
Present: John Bloom (Chair), Claire Noakes, Amy Jacks, Scott Dicke, Charles Girard, 
Irwin Kim, Jonathan Morgenstein, Rick Keller, Scott Brideau, Vince Plaxico 
County staff: Demetra McBride, Jessica Abralind, Joan Kelsch, Rich Dooley 
 

1. Greetings and introductions – Energy Committee members and guests (7:30)  
 

2. Public Comment on General Topics (7:35) 
• There was no public comment. 

 

3. Review/approve agenda and June meeting summary (7:40) 
• Need to follow up with Ms. Kim Pexton to have the Energy Committee (EC) provide the 

Environment and Energy Conservation Commission (E2C2) with questions they would 
like to ask Ms. Pexton regarding Amazon's approach to incorporating CEP goals into its 
buildings.  Each EC member will be asked to submit a couple of questions to then be 
passed along to Ms. Pexton. 

• Agenda and meeting summary both approved. 
 

4. Proposed Green Building Program Update (8:00) 
 

• Staff will make the next two presentations on the Green Building (GB) Program Update 
and Public Facilities Update available to the group (note: see Attachments 1 & 2 to this 
meeting summary) 

• GB Incentive Policy is proposed to be updated by adding four words (“or Zero Carbon 
Certification”) to allow developers to use Zero Carbon Certification as a way to get 
bonus density  

• There is a bond that holds the developer accountable for getting LEED certification. 
From the start of the program (1999) and more than 40 projects later, all developers 
have followed through on getting certification. 

• No other jurisdiction with a GB program has a performance bond tied to the program 

• Office buildings are required to get Energy Star certification. Additional program details 
can be found here: https://environment.arlingtonva.us/energy/green-building/ 

• Existing buildings and new construction are both eligible to participate in the program 

• The County cannot require property owners to go beyond the State Energy Code, so this 
program creates a voluntary incentive for property owners to help their building 
perform better than it would if built to State Energy Code 

• A recent program change added Net Zero Energy as an option, which would require a 
very energy efficient building to include an on-site solar photovoltaic system that would 
create as much energy as the building uses over the course of a year. However, that is 
very challenging given the small roof footprint for many large site plan buildings, thus 
making it difficult to create enough energy using those relatively small solar PV systems. 

https://environment.arlingtonva.us/energy/green-building/


• A Zero Carbon Certification option would allow property owners to enter into off-site 
renewable energy projects that would help fund a renewable energy project to be built. 
Thus, the property owner would be supporting the addition of new renewable energy 
projects entering the marketplace through the Zero Carbon Certification program. 

• EC Question: Is an on-site renewable energy project more valuable than supporting an 
off-site renewable energy project installation? If so, could the density incentive program 
provide more bonus density for on-site renewable energy projects than it does for off-
site renewable energy projects? 

• The plan is to bring the proposed GB Program Update to the September County Board 
meeting to ask to add the additional language. 

 
Sustainable Public Facilities Update  
 

• The County has an Administrative Regulation (AR) that guides how County projects 
incorporate green building goals. It is important to note that all County operations 
contribute 4% of Arlington's overall annual greenhouse gas emissions. 

• The AR was recently updated (first time since 2009), and it is now called the County's 
Sustainable Buildings Policy. In April 2019 The County Manager approved the revised 
AR. 

• The AR covers more than energy, it covers overall environmental performance 

• Primary target is Net Zero Energy Ready, with exceptions and options 

• The AR includes target Energy Use Intensity (EUI) levels for different types of buildings 

• Process in this update used the Collaborate level of engagement and included an 
interdepartmental work group 

• Energy matters in the previous AR were not really a focus, so that was a primary 
improvement to the AR in this revision 

• Key addition: Requiring project goals to be included early in the design process. 
Consider and incorporate this AR, e.g., setting strong energy targets, early in the design 
process and prevent backsliding from that target. 

• EC Question: Is there a way to showcase the County's work - leading by example - to let 
the private sector see what is feasible, possible? Provide case studies, similar to how 
APS and we point to Discovery Elementary School as great example of a net zero energy 
designed and performing building.  

• EC Question: Why was zero carbon certification not included in the new AR? 
o A: The County is pursuing a process to allow for zero carbon certification. That 

certification really became an option toward the end of the AR update process. 
The AR could be updated later on if/when the County is capable of pursuing off-
site renewable energy contracts. 

• ** For a future EC meeting - let's talk about the Green Home Choice program and 
focus on the residential sector and how to address homeowners, help them out. ** 

• EC Question: How could co-locating multiple uses in a building help reduce energy 
footprints? 

https://living-future.org/zero-carbon-certification/


• EC Question: How does the AR apply to the Trade Center optimization study, including 
lighting, parking lots, etc.?  

o A:  This AR can help inform the optimization study at the appropriate time. The 
AR focuses on buildings, but the term “facilities” can be interpreted broadly to 
include outdoor spaces. There also is another County working group that could 
consider other environmental matters other than building energy issues. 

 

5. AIRE Team update (8:15) 
Including any take-aways from Better Building Summit 

 

• One AIRE staff person has left: Chris Somers. Staff is working with Human Resources on 
next steps to ensure the AIRE Team is fully staffed. 

• Energy Dashboard update: It went to the County Manager, and it could go to the County 
Board later this month. TBD on when it goes public. 

• The County provided a tour during the Better Building Summit, and there were 
numerous worthwhile sessions throughout the Summit. A great event, overall! 

 

6. CEP Update discussion (8:35) 
 

• Included as an attachment to this summary (Attachment 3) is John Bloom's draft advice 
for EC to provide to E2C2 for E2C2’s CEP position.  

• County government goal - should the County goal be more ambitious than 2050? 
o There was not consensus on the EC on this issue in light of the services the 

County provides as core services, e.g., WPCP, fire stations, that are greater 
energy users than standard commercial buildings. 

o For new construction - should the CEP in the County Gov't section have a new 
policy to reflect the Sustainable Buildings Policy AR? The EC thinks that would 
be a good idea and recommendation to the CB. 

o Could such a recommendation go beyond just EE in buildings, but rather 
include site considerations that are outside the buildings? To consider more 
environmental elements, such as the case with EAs? Agreement to consider this 
further in drafting, including whether the term “facilities” is broad enough to 
include outdoor areas. 

• EVs - should we maintain our recently-adopted position in favor of committing the 
County to produce a progress report on its county-wide vehicle electrification efforts 
within 18 months, including within that report a plan to electrify County Government 
fleets by 2040?  

o This proposal would likely not be supported by staff, who would favor placing 
commitments of this nature in the CEPIF.  

o We could note in the CEP Implementation Framework (CEPIF) the various 
variables in play to consider whenever the fleet is changing as to whether to 



electrify or not. 
o There is a need to collect data on the vehicle usage to better inform the 

decision-making process. Example - tracking vehicle maintenance hours. 
o Can other cities be available for Arlington to benchmark? Boston? Other 

compact cities, noting we are at 26 square miles and our VMT is relatively low? 
o After discussion, EC consensus was to retain its recommendation.  

 

7. Legislative Letter input (8:55) 
 

• Included as an attachment to this summary (Attachment 4) is a list of proposed 
legislative priorities for E2C2 to consider.  This includes many items that have been 
considered before in legislative updates. 
o To what extent should our recommendations push the envelope and introduce 

new ideas, or should the recommendations focus on past issues and influence 
those items to move forward? 

• For CCAs - wait for the American Geophysical Union report to come out 
• Look for ways to limit DVP's ability to increase certain rates, costs that effectively 

prohibit PPAs, VPPAs, example, dramatically steep standby charges. Have the statute 
improved to separate generation, distribution, and transmission charges - increase 
transparency. 

• The overall goal is to help the County implement the CEP. For example, allowing APS 
and the County to apply excess solar PV output on one site to the electric bill of 
another APS or County location. 

• Help guide E2C2 on what they should include and send to the CB as 
recommendations.   

• Next steps - create a Google Document to have the group prioritize to move forward 
to E2C2 and have the greatest impact. 

 
• Meeting adjourned at 9:55 am 



ATTACHMENT 1 - Proposed GB Program Update 
 

 
 

 



ATTACHMENT 2 
Public Facilities Update 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 



 
 
 

 
 



ATTACHMENT 3 
E-mail to EC: Draft advice to E2C2 from EC 

 
Hi all, 

Another significant issue tomorrow is recommending a position to E2C2 on the advertised CEP text. E2C2 will 

need to approve a letter at its meeting next Monday. Based on our input I can draft a letter for advance 

circulation to E2C2 and consideration on Monday.  

In general, of course, I think E2C2 and we are happy with the major goals and policies in the CEP and the letter 

should reflect that. However, Board discussion on Saturday included some specific questions around whether 

the County Government could make a commitment on EVs, a commitment on buildings, and an overall GHG 

commitment that is more ambitious than 88% by 2050. These questions seem worth considering, and making 

recommendations as appropriate. 

Here are a few thoughts based on the Board’s discussion Saturday. Questions to the EC are in bold:  

On EVs:  This was an area where at least 3 Board members expressed a desire for more than is currently in the 

CEP Update. We already have adopted a position in favor of two changes, basically looking for an overall 

report back in this area that would include a plan to transition major County fleets by 2040. Are we still good 

with the position we adopted last week? If not, what changes do we need?  

NOTE: The Board does not appear to have comparative data on lifetime fleet ownership cost of EVs 

(small/midsize/school bus/transit bus), and I’m wondering: Does anyone have time to look for the best info 

available on that subject? It could become part of the E2C2 letter or a later submission.  

On Buildings:  There was interest by at least 3 Board members in a commitment to building net zero ready 

County buildings. They were informed that there is an Administrative Regulation in place on this issue and 

seemed interested in the idea of essentially raising that AR policy to the CEP level. Do we support that 

concept, and if so, do we want to suggest specific wording? 

On the overall County Government GHG goal:  One Board member questioned whether the County 

Government goal of an 88% GHG reduction by 2050 was appropriately ambitious given the overall carbon 

neutral goal. Should we recommend that County Government set a goal to reach carbon neutrality more 

quickly than the community as a whole? If so, by when? How soon can County buildings be decarbonized?  

More general points not involving CEP text:  In my testimony I stressed the need to consider pursuit of policy 

change in Richmond as an important CEP strategy, and the need for the Board to continue its active interest 

and engagement in this area, including at least one work session or hearing per year to assess progress toward 

greenhouse gas reduction goals. Mike Hanna stressed the need for appropriate budget allocations to energy 

and climate-related programs. How do we feel about these points and are there others we would 

recommend? 

Comments welcome by email and at our meeting tomorrow.  

Thanks, 

John Bloom 

  



ATTACHMENT 4 
Proposed legislative priorities for E2C2 to consider 

 
Recommended energy-related 2020 legislative priorities: 

Support 2019 Community Energy Plan Goals: Pursue legislation that will promote improved access to energy 

efficiency, renewable energy, energy resilience and energy storage by all sectors of the community on an 

equitable basis, consistent with the goals of Arlington’s 2019 Community Energy Plan Update.  

Solar Freedom Legislation: Support legislation, similar to HB2329 and SB1456 in the 2019 session of the 

General Assembly, to remove specific legal barriers to development of solar electricity in Virginia. These 

barriers harm commercial, residential and public sector efforts to create jobs and reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions. Specific barriers expected to be addressed by this legislation include: Removing the 1% cap on the 

total amount of solar that can be net-metered in a utility territory; removing restrictions on third-party 

financing of solar generation through power purchase agreements (PPAs); allowing local governments to 

install solar facilities of up to 5 MW that generate electricity for nearby government-owned buildings; allowing 

owners of multi-family residential buildings to install a solar facility on the building or surrounding property 

and sell the output to the tenants; raising the project size cap for net-metered non-residential projects from 1 

MW to 2 MW; removing restrictions on installing a net-metered solar system larger than required to meet the 

previous 12 months’ usage; removing standby charges on residential solar facilities between 10 and 20 kW; 

allowing governmental net metering such that excess renewable energy generation at one town, city, or 

county site can be credited to another governmental account at retail value, including non-contiguous sites; 

and opposing new barriers to renewable energy production, including efforts to undermine net metering 

policy.  

Legislative approval to join the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI): Support the Department of 

Environmental Quality rule to regulate CO2 emissions from the electric power sector in Virginia through 

participation in the existing Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. Support use of the proceeds from the market 

for carbon reduction to (1) incentivize greater energy efficiency and renewable energy investments, and (2) 

address public health, integrity of property, and economic and infrastructure resilience amid climate change. 

Renewable Energy Performance Standard: Enact a mandatory Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) with 

enforceable near-term percentage targets to provide a market incentive for renewable power in Virginia, 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and keep Virginia competitive with neighboring states. 

Energy Efficiency Resource Standard: Enact an Energy Efficiency Resource Standard (EERS) that requires 

utilities in Virginia to meet annual, long-term targets for reducing energy use, and requires that utilities meet 

their energy resource needs first through energy efficiency if that approach results in lower costs and 

emissions. 

Implement Advanced Clean Car Standards: Adopt the Advanced Clean Car Standards which have been adopted 

by 13 states and the District of Columbia. Adopting these standards will provide Virginia with evidence-based 

standards designed to substantially reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and will protect the state in the event 

that federal emissions standards are weakened. 

Strengthen building codes: The efficiency elements of statewide building codes should be at least as strong as 

in the International Energy Conservation Code. Local governments should be permitted to impose stronger 

efficiency and renewable energy requirements within their jurisdictions. 



Environmental Justice: Establish and fund a permanent Advisory Council on Environmental Justice and a state 

office to identify and evaluate environmental justice issues and to advise the Governor, legislature, and local 

governments about such issues and possible solutions. 

Community Solar: Allow ratepayer subscriptions (e.g. “community solar”) for electricity from solar-produced 

power for all rate payers, including community net metering. Any legislation permitting community solar 

subscriptions should not foreclose other Power Purchase Agreement options. Community solar must not be 

limited to utility-sponsored programs. 

 

Establish a Green Bank: Direct the Department of Mines, Minerals, and Energy (DMME) to establish a “Green 

Bank” of public and private funds to serve as a catalyst for innovation and implementation of advanced energy 

efficiency practices, renewable energy deployment, and other environmental programming throughout the 

Commonwealth. 

 

Emergency preparedness: Provide the Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy (DMME) with authority and 

funding to work with local governments to use distributed solar and battery storage technology to establish 

resiliency hubs and emergency centers and shelters around the Commonwealth, focusing as a priority on low 

income and other vulnerable populations. These facilities may be increased in size to serve other critical 

facilities, such as hospitals, police and fire stations. DMME or local governments should be authorized to sell 

storage services and energy to utilities or others during non-emergency periods and apply the funds to meet 

resiliency functions. 

 

Energy efficiency and renewable energy financing -- Residential PACE: Arlington County and its allies were 

successful in securing state legislative authority to implement Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy (C-

PACE) financing programs in 2015. A useful follow-up would be to build on this precedent by securing 

authority to implement a Residential PACE program in the future. 

 

Facilitate Energy Benchmarking: Enact an energy benchmarking bill and develop uniform benchmarking 

guidelines to encourage the development of a strong market for building efficiency. Benchmarking brings 

building owners’ attention to energy efficiency, resulting in behavioral and operational changes” that reduce 

energy consumption. 

 

Create the Virginia Energy Efficiency Revolving Fund to provide no interest loans to localities, public schools 

and public institutions of higher education for energy efficiency projects: This proposal (sponsored by Sen. 

Wagner and Del. Sullivan in 2018) would promote sound long-term decisions by localities to invest in energy 

efficient infrastructure. It would be funded with excess state tax revenue.  

 
 

 
 

 


